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The experiments are performed in the low-background environment of the underground 
Gran Sasso National Laboratory of INFN: 
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● overburden corresponding to a 
minimum thickness of 3100 m w.e.

● the muon flux is reduced by almost 
six orders of magnitude, n flux of 
three oom.

● the main background source 
consists of γ-radiation produced 
by long-lived γ-emitting primordial 
isotopes and their decay products.

The LNGS laboratories environment

we are here … and here



Why the quantum properties of microscopic systems, most notably, the possibility of being in 
the superposition of different states at once, do not seem to carry over to larger objects?  A 
debate which is as old as the quantum theory itself.

Even perfectly isolating a quantum system, regardless its size, will the linear and deterministic 
shroedinger evolution manifest forever?    ->    direct impact on Quantum Technologies

Superposition principle may progressively break down when atoms glue together to form larger 
systems   [Károlyhazi, Diósi, Lukács, Penrose, Ghirardi, Rimini, Weber, Pearle, Adler, Milburn, 
Bassi ...]
But what triggers the w.f. Collapse?

Feynman in lectures on gravitation: breakdown of the quantum superposition at macroscopic 
scale, possibility that gravity might not be quantized. 3

Models of w.f. dynamical reduction



Diósi: QT requires an absolute indeterminacy of the gravitational field, -> the local gravitational 
potential should be regarded as a stochastic variable, whose mean value coincides with the Newton 
potential, and the correlation function is:
 

Penrose:  When a system is in a spatial quantum superposition, a corresponding superposition of 
two different space-times is generated.  The superposition is unstable and decays in time. The more 
massive the system in the superposition, the larger the difference in the two space-times and the 
faster the wave-function collapse.
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Gravity induced collapse: the Diosi-Penrose model

 L. Diósi and B. Lukács, Ann. Phys. 44, 488 (1987), L. Diósi, Physics letters A 120 (1987) 377, L. Diósi, Phys. 
Rev. A 40, 1165–1174 (1989), R. Penrose, Gen. Relativ. Gravit. 28, 581–600 (1996), R. Penrose, Found. Phys. 

44, 557–575 (2014).



Proton: m ≃ 10-27 Kg,   R ≃ 10-15 m
𝜏DP≃ 106 years

Dust grain: m ≃ 10-12 Kg,   R ≃ 10-5 m
𝜏DP≃ 10-8 s

a b

Gravity induced collapse



The DP theory is parameter-free, but the gravitational self energy difference diverges 
for point-like particles   ->   a short-length cutoff R0 is introduced to regularize the 
theory.
Diósi: minimum length R0 limits the spatial resolution of the mass density, a short-length cutoff to 
regularize the mass density. EG  becomes a function of  R0  the larger  R0  the longer the collapse 
time.
Penrose: solution of the stationary Shroedinger-Newton equation, with R0  the size of the particle 
mass density.

Direct tests: creating a large superposition of a massive system, to guarantee
that decay time is short enough for the collapse to become effective before any kind of 
external noise disrupts the measurement, matter-wave interferometry with 
macromolecules, phononic states, experiments in space: no gravity ---> more time (MAQRO, CAL, 
etc..).

Kovachy, T. et al. Quantum superposition at the half-metre scale. Nature 528, 530–533 (2015). Fein, Y. Y. et al. Quantum superposition of molecules beyond 25 kDa. Nature 
Physics 15, 1242–1245 (2019). Lee, K. C. et al. Entangling macroscopic diamonds at room temperature. Science 334, 1253–1256 (2011).
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Gravity induced collapse



Indirect tests of collapse models exploit an unavoidable side effect of the collapse:
a Brownian-like diffusion of the system in space.

Collapse probability is Poissonian in t -> Lindblad dynamics for the statistical operator 
-> free particle average square momentum increases in time.

Then charged particles emit spontaneous radiation. We search for spontaneous 
radiation emission from a germanium crystal and the surrounding materials in the 
experimental apparatus.

Strategy:   simulate the background from all the known emission processes ->  perform 
a Bayesian comparison of the residual spectrum with the theoretical prediction -> 
extract the pdf of the model parameters -> bound the parameters.
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Testing collapse models by means of Gamma ray 
spectroscopy 



● CSL - s. e. photons rate:
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Theoretical prediction
GAMMA RAYS spontaneous emission  E > 0.5 MeV

● DP - s. e. photons rate:

In  range ∆E = (1 - 4)MeV 
electrons are relativistic, only the 
contribution of protons (N) is 
considered.

λ  - collapse strength  
rC - correlation length 
see e. g. S. L. Adler, JPA 40, (2007) 2935, Adler, S.L.; Bassi, A.; Donadi, S., JPA 46, 
(2013) 245304.

R0 - size of the particle mass density. See e.g. Diósi, L. J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 442, 012001 
(2013)., Penrose, R. Found. Phys. 44, 557–575 (2014).



The experimental setup

The experimental apparatus is based on a coaxial p-type high purity germanium detector 
(HPGe):

- Exposure 124 kg ⋅ day, mGe ~ 2kg
- passive shielding: inner - electrolytic 

copper, outer - lead
- on the bottom and on the sides 5 

cm thick borated polyethylene plates 
give a partial reduction of the 
neutron flux

- an airtight steel housing encloses 
the shield and the cryostat, flushed 
with boil-off nitrogen to minimize 
the presence of radon.
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Measured spectrum and background simulation

● the activities are measured for each 
component

● the MC simulation accounts for:
1. emission probabilities and decay 

schemes
         for each radio-nuclide in each material
2. photons propagation and interactions
3. detection efficiencies.

The simulation describes 88% of the 
integral counts:

integral measured counts

The experimental apparatus is characterised, through a validated MC code, based on 
the GEANT-4 software library. The background is due to emission of residual 

radio-nuclides:
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MC simulation



Lower bound on R0 
expected signal contribution

● 10 8 photons generated for each energy 
for each material

● efficiency functions are obtained by 
polinomial fits 

● the expected signal contribution is:

The expected number of photons spontaneously emitted by the nuclei of all the materials 
of the detector are obtained weighting the theoretical rate for the detection 

efficiencies:  
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with   a = 1.8 10 -29 m3



Lower bound on R0 
expected signal contribution

Energy distribution of the expected 
signal, resulting from the sum of the 
emission rates of all the materials,
weighted for the eciency functions.

The area of the distribution is normalised 
to the unity (n. u.)

The expected signal of spontaneously emitted photons by the nuclei of all the materials 
of the detector is obtained weighting the theoretical rate for the detection efficiencies:  
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zc is distributed according to a 
Poissonian 

with 

    The pdf of R0  is then given by probability inversion:

The prior                                           accounts for previous limits from gravitational 
wave detectors and neutron stars data analyses [Phys. Rev. D 95, 084054 (2017), 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 080402 (2019)].

A bound on R0 is obtained from the cumulative pdf:
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Lower bound on R0 
pdf of R0 

R0  > 0.54 ⋅ 10-10 m
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Lower bound on R0 

If R0 is the size of the nucleus’s wave 
function as suggested by Penrose, we 
have to compare the limit  with the 
properties of nuclei in matter.

In a crystal R 20 =〈u2 〉 is the mean square displacement of a nucleus in the lattice, 
which, for the germanium crystal, cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature amounts to:
THEORETICAL EXPECTATION   R0 = 0.05 ⋅10-10 m

“Underground test of gravity-related wave function collapse”. Nature Physics  17, 
pages 74–78 (2021)

EXPERIMENTAL :   R0  > 0.54 ⋅ 10-10 m
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The future of Gravity-related collapse

DP is rouled out in present formulation!

collaboration with Sir R. Penrose, L. Diosi, A. Bassi, S. Adler ... for the 
development of generalized models e.g. :

● add dissipation terms to the master equation and stochastic nonlinear 
Schroedinger equation of the DP theory, to counteract the runaway energy 
increase, 

● non-Markovian correlation function.

generalized models lead to dramatic dependence on the S. E. energy in 
relation to the atomic structure!



Constraints on the CSL

Similar analysis leads to bounds on the strength and correlation length of the CSL
(Eur. Phys. J. C (2021) 81: 773)
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𝝺/rC
2 < 52 m-2 s-1



The future of spontaneous radiation
as an evidence of w.f. collapse

The good new: the interest of the community is strong! 
e.g. MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR - PHYS. REV. LETT. 129, 080401 (2022)
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Non-Markovian extension

cutoff frequency

low-energy range 
is relevant

BUT
In this range

S.E. from protons
and valence 

electrons cancels  !!

applying the same S.E. rate above it is obtained

𝝺/rC
2 < 0.24 m-2 s-1



X-rays spontaneous radiation
the CSL
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In the low-energy regime, the photon w.l. is comparable to the atomic orbits dimensions
e.g.    𝝺dB(E=15 keV) = 0.8 A 
𝜌1s = 0.025 A ;  𝜌4p = 1.5 A 

𝝺ɣ 
R0 

●  IF   𝝺ɣ greater than particles 
distances -> they emit coherently

● IF  correlation length greater 
than particles distances -> the 
stochastic field vibrates them 
coherently

           CANCELLATION



X-rays spontaneous radiation
the CSL
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In the low-energy regime, the photon w.l. is comparable to the atomic orbits dimensions

general expression for the rate applies:

non-Markovian CSL is simpler:
the stochastic fluctuations ALWAYS 

vibrate electrons and protons coherently

if   𝝺dB<< 𝜌1s   

e.g.    𝝺dB(E=15 keV) = 0.8 A 
𝜌1s = 0.025 A ;  𝜌4p = 1.5 A 
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In the low-energy regime, the photon w.l. is comparable to the atomic orbits dimensions

general expression for the rate applies:

non-Markovian CSL is simpler:
the stochastic fluctuations ALWAYS 

vibrate electrons and protons coherently

if   𝝺dB> 𝜌1s
electrons and protons emit coherently

e.g.    𝝺dB(E=15 keV) = 0.8 A 
𝜌1s = 0.025 A ;  𝜌4p = 1.5 A 

X-rays spontaneous radiation
the CSL
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both electrons and protons contribute:

nuclear emission

X-rays spontaneous radiation
the CSL
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both electrons and protons contribute:

electronic emission

X-rays spontaneous radiation
the CSL
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both electrons and protons contribute:

electrons-protons
coupled emission

X-rays spontaneous radiation
the CSL
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both electrons and protons contribute:

in the limit    𝝺dB>> 𝜌4p

1

1

1

1

X-rays spontaneous radiation
the CSL
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both electrons and protons contribute:

In the limit    𝝺dB>> 𝜌4p

1

1

1

1

In neutral matter
complete cancellation !

X-rays spontaneous radiation
the CSL
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In the general case:

at each energy the atomic structure influences the shape 
of the expected S.E. spectrum

X-rays spontaneous radiation
the CSL
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In the general case:

at each energy the atomic structure influences the shape 
of the expected S.E. spectrum

X-rays spontaneous radiation
the CSL
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The DP is more complicated!    both    |ri - rj| vs  𝝺ɣ     and    |ri - rj| vs  R0 
are to be considered.

Notice :  no cancellation occurs if gravitational stochastic fluctuations do not vibrate 
              e  &  p  coherently, but we brought  R0 in the domain of the atomic structure

R0 > 0.5 A

Formal expression for S.E. rate obtained in analogy to (Eur. Phys. J. C (2021) 81: 773): 

|ri - rj| vs  𝝺  
interplay

|ri - rj| vs  R0 
interplay

X-rays spontaneous radiation
the DP
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by integrating by parts and using:

finally applying the Poisson equation:

X-rays spontaneous radiation
the DP
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If the mass distributions (around ri and 
rj) are narrow with respect to R0 
and    
their contribution to the spontaneous 
radiation is negligible.

m  i

m  j

On contrary if 
it can be shown that :  

if the particles are vibrated coherently
and also
they emit coherently  ->  CANCELLATION

X-rays spontaneous radiation
the DP



The Hameroff-Penrose scheme for the emergence of a conscious 
moment:   Orch OR theory

Physics of Life Reviews Volume 11, Issue 1, March 2014, Pages 39-78

● Moments of conscious awareness (choice) depend on biologically ‘orchestrated’ 
coherent quantum processes in collections of microtubules within brain neurons, 

● these quantum processes correlate with, and regulate, neuronal synaptic and 
membrane activity, 

● continuous Schrödinger evolution of such process terminates in accordance with 
the specific DP scheme of objective reduction!

For tubulins in superposition of size of the C nucleus radius, considering our limit on 
R0, the required number of neurons in coherent superposition would be: 

Physics of Life Reviews Volume 42, September 2022, Pages 8-14

https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/physics-of-life-reviews
https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/physics-of-life-reviews/vol/11/issue/1
https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/physics-of-life-reviews
https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/physics-of-life-reviews/vol/42/suppl/C


Thank you



Spare slides



NEW Bounds on λ and rC  parameters of the CSL model
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 λ < 3.5 10-11 s-1

rC  > 4.9 10-7 m      which exceeds the value 
proposed by the GRW.

paper un
der 

finalization

GRW

joint pdf of  λ and rC



Initial state of a quantum system is a superposition of two eigenstates of total Hamiltonian

time evolution
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Global time uncertainty and decoherence
Diosi, L. (2005), Braz. J. Phys. 35, 260, Diosi, L., and B. Lukacs (1987), Annalen der Physik 44, 488, Diosi, L. 
(1987), Physics Letters A 120, 377, A. Bassi et al.,Rev. Mod. Phys. 85,471

Let us add an uncertainty to the 
time

and assume that is distributed Gaussian, with zero mean, and dispersion which is proportional to 
the mean time, then the density matrix evolves as:



Initial state of a quantum system is a superposition of two eigenstates of total Hamiltonian

time evolution
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Global time uncertainty and decoherence

If we add an uncertainty to the 
time

Let’s assume that is distributed Gaussian, with zero mean, and dispersion which is proportional to 
the mean time, then the density matrix evolves as:



The time evolution for the density matrix
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Global time uncertainty and decoherence

Described by the von Neumann equation

                    turns to

 G. J. Milburn Prys. Rev. A 44 5401 (1991)



To generalize the concept for a local time
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Local time uncertainty and decoherence

one defines the correlation 

Galileo invariant spatial correlation 
function

If the total Hamiltonian is decomposed in the sum of the local ones 

The master equation suppresses superpositions of eigenstates of local 
energy



Reminder .. proper time interval

In special relativity the Minkowski metric is

the coordinates of the arbitrary Lorentz frame are

the infinitesimal time-like interval is

due to invariance of the interval, if we consider the coordinates of an instantaneous rest frame



Reminder .. proper time interval

The proper time interval is then the integral on the world-line

In general relativity the analogous expression for the generic metric tensor yields

and when constant coordinates are chosen



local time uncertainty and gravity

In the Newtonian limit

Here then comes the crucial point … it is assumed that the gravitational potential should not be 
quantized

BUT  that QM requires an absolute indeterminacy of the gravitational field.

I.E. the gravitational potential is a c-number stochastic variable, whose mean value is to be 
identified with the classical Newtonian potential. 
Then local time fluctuation is related to a fluctuation of the local gravitational 
potential



.. so correlations of local uncertainties of Newtonian gravity
can lead to correlation of local time uncertainties.

Can the gravitational field be measured with unlimited 
precision?

Diosi and Lukacs [ Ann. Phys. 44, 488 (1987)] apply the arguments of  [ N. Bohr and L. Rosenfeld, 
K. Dan. Vidensk. Selsk., Mat.-Fys. Medd. 12, 1 (1933)]:

The apparatus, obeying QM, is characterized by parameters m, R , T. In realistic measurements only 
a time-space averaged gravitational field is meaningful 

The target is a point-like particle (of mass m) at rest at time t=0, immersed in the field g. Detector 
measures momentum changes. In the time T the momentum gain is   



Can the gravitational field be measured with unlimited 
precision?

It’s useless to increase R and T, since this would decrease the error on average field, not on the 
instantaneous local field of the Newtonian theory. m can be increased, till its own field does not 
perturb g, i.e. till:

Given the optimal mass choice then:

If the limitation is universal then the actual gravitational field is:

solution of Poisson Eq.

stochastic fluctuation



Uncorrelated gravitational field fluctuations

It’s useless to increase R and T, since this would decrease the error on average field, not on the 
instantaneous local field of the Newtonian theory. m can be increased, till its own field does not 
perturb g, i.e. till:

Given the optimal mass choice then:

If the limitation is universal then the actual gravitational field is:

The squared dispersion of the averaged gS is inversely proportional to the space-time cell volume  ->  
hence gS is uncorrelated in time and space

  



Gravitational potential as a stochastic variable

In terms of the potential, this can be regarded as a stochastic variable, with momenta:

The covariance function for the gravitational potential is not dependent on the parameters of the 
gedanken apparatus (m, T, R), which may suggest universality of the potential intrinsic fluctuation.  

Going back to the searched correlation of the local time fluctuation



Master equation

substituted in the master equation

the local time correlation 
  is extremely small

yields



Master equation

Denote the configuration coordinates (classical and spin) of the dynamical system by X. The 
corresponding mass density at the point  r  is 

Given the coordinate eigenstate |x>  we have 

So if one introduces the damping time:

the master equation becomes



Energy decoherence

If the difference between the mass distributions of two states  |X>  and  |X’>   in superposition 
becomes big

the corresponding damping time becomes short

the corresponding off-diagonal terms of the density operator vanish

this QM violating phenomenon is ENERGY DECOHERENCE

in Diosi approach.



Other theories of space-time 
uncertainty induced 

decoherence ..

an incomplete list 

[1] R.P. Feynman, Lectures on gravitation (Caltech, 1962-63).
[2] F. K´arolyh´azi, Nuovo Cim. 42A, 390 (1966).
[3] F. K´arolyh´azi, A. Frenkel, and B. Luk´acs, in: Physics as natural
philosophy, eds.: A. Shimony and H. Feshbach (MIT, Cambridge
MA, 1982).
[4] F. K´arolyh´azi, A. Frenkel, and B. Luk´acs, in: Quantum concepts
in space and time, eds.: R. Penrose and C.J. Isham (Clarendon,
Oxford, 1986).
[5] R. Penrose, Shadows of the mind (Oxford University Press,
1994).
[6] R. Penrose, Gen. Rel. Grav. 28, 581 (1996); reprinted in:
Physics meets philosophy at the Planck scale, eds.: C. Callender
and N. Huggett (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
2001).
[7] R. Penrose, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond. 356, 1927 (1998).
[8] L. Di´osi, Phys. Lett. A 120, 377 (1987).
[9] L. Di´osi, Phys. Rev. A 40, 1165 (1989).
[10] J. Ellis, S. Mohanty, and D.V. Nanopoulos, Phys. Lett. B 221,
113 (1989).
[11] J. Ellis, J.S. Hagelin, D.V. Nanopoulos, and M. Srednicki, Nucl.
Phys. B241 (1984) 381.
[12] G.J. Milburn, Phys. Rev. A 44, 5401 (1991).
[13] G.J. Milburn, Lorentz invariant intrinsic decoherence, grqc/
0308021.
[14] J.L. S´anchez-G´omez, in: Stochastic evolution of quantum states
in open systems and in measurement processes, eds.: L. Di´osi
and B. Luk´acs (World Scientific, Singapore, 1993).
[15] A.S. Chaves, J.M. Figuerido and M.C. Nemes, Ann. Phys. 231,
174 (1994).
[16] I.C. Percival andW.T. Strunz, Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond. A 453, 431
(1997).
[17] W.L. Power and I.C. Percival, Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond. A 456, 955
(2000).
[18] S. Roy, Statistical geometry and applications to microphysics
and cosmology (Kluwer, Dordrecht, 1998).
[19] S. Adler, Quantum theory as an emergent phenomenon (Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 2004)



Other theories of space-time 
uncertainty induced 

decoherence

- Milburn assumes that Planck-time is the smallest time,
 

- Adler derives quantum theory in the special limit of a hypothetical fundamental dynamics,
they share the same master Eq.

- Penrose focuses on the conceptual uncertainty of location in space-time,
Penrose and Diosi model share the same “decay time”

The theories have different mathematical apparatuses, interpretations, metaphysics, e.t.c., but have 
common divisors. “The fact that they are similar but not identical suggests that the involvement of 
gravity in
wave-vector reduction is strongly indicated, but the exact mathematical treatment remains to be 
found.” A. Bassi (referred to Gravity-related collapse)



The model of Penrose

Consider a quantum system which consists of a linear superposition of two well-defined stationary 
states having the same energy E 

If gravitation is ignored, as is done in standard quantum theory, the superposition is also 
stationary, with the same energy E

BUT when gravitation is introduced in the play, there will be a nearly classical spacetime associated 
with the state       and a Killing vector associated with it which represents the time displacement of 
stationarity, and the same for     .The two Killing vectors can be identified with each other only if 
the two space-times can be identified point by point. BUT general covariance forbids that, since the 
matter distributions associated with the two states are different, in the presence of a background 
gravitational field. 



The model of Penrose
On the other hand, unitary evolution in quantum theory requires and assumes the existence of a 
Schr�oedinger operator which applies to the superposition in the same way that it applies to the 
individual states. 

Its action on the superposition is the superposition of its action on individual states. 

                                Conflict between the demands of QM and of General Relativity.

Imagine to make an approximate point-wise identification between the two spacetimes  ->  slight 
error in the identification of the Schr�oedinger operators for the two space-times  ->  slight 
uncertainty in the energy of the superposition. In the Newtonian approximation of the order of the 
gravitational self-energy of the mass distribution in the two superposed states. 

                                                           Lifetime:                   (the same as for Diosi model)

beyond which time the superposition will decay.



 hypotheses: 

- wave function collapse takes place in an average time 𝛕DP given by Plank’s 
reduced constant divided by ΔEDP

For a superposition for which each mass distribution is a rigid translation of 
the other ,the gravitational self-energy difference is the energy it would cost 
to displace one component of the superposition in the gravitational field of 
the other, in moving it from coincidence to the quantum-displaced location.

- the quantum superposition has to be 1) Orchestrated (capable of 
integration and computation) 2) isolated from non-Orchestrated 
environmental decoherence:

That is to say there would be needed to be coherent superpositions of 
sufficient amounts of microtubule material such that ΔEDP, undisturbed 
by environmental decoherence, results in a collapse on a timescale of 
the general order for a conscious experience tau =0.5s − 10^−2s, such 
as particular frequencies of EEG, visual gestalts, and reported 
conscious moments 

29



- If the system is entangled with the environment reduction is random
- If we require that consciousness is triggered by a non-random 

(non-computable) phenomenon, than entanglement with the environment 
inducing collapse before the DP OR is effective is to be avoided within tau 

HP in their paper Phys. of life reviews (2014) review several studies reporting how 
Quantum-coherent behavior is relevant, in biological systems, at surprisingly warm 
temperatures in wet and noisy environment. We didn’t deepen the item of 
environmental decoherence. 

In quantum computers information is represented not just as bits of either 1 or 0, 
but during the deterministic process also as quantum superposition of both 1 and 0 
together (qubits). Moreover large-scale entanglements among many qubits enable 
complex parallel processing. At some point a quantum state reduction occurs  ->  
the output is a definite state classical bit   ->   

In a pretty same fashion non-computable DP reduction  would induce  
consciousness
And according to decennial studies of Hameroff the perfect actors of the coherent 
superposition would be
microtubules within neurons, suitable candidate sites for quantum 
processing.        30

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microtubule


- a moment of conscious experience emerges from (or is identical 
to) a collapse event that destroys coherence in a previously 
deterministically evolving coherent quantum state of tubulins in 
neurons. 

- coherent quantum processes correlate with, and regulate, 
neuronal synaptic and membrane activity

- So ΔEDP is to be calculated from the difference between the mass 
distributions between two states of tubulin in coherent 
superposition

- but the use of an average density is not adequate since the mass 
is concentrated in the nuclei 

- So they calculate ΔEDP for tubulin separated from itself at three 
possible levels of separation: (a) the entire smoothed-out protein 
(what they call “partial separation”), (b) its atomic nuclei, and (c) 
its nucleons (protons and neutrons). They say that the dominant 
effect is likely to be (b), i.e., separation at the level of atomic 
nuclei, or 2.5 Fermi for carbon nuclei
ORDER OF ONE MILLIONTH OF ONE BILLIONTH OF m 
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WHY CARBON NUCLEI:
- carbon is a substantial component of the chemical composition of 

tubulin. 
- certain physical mechanisms in tubulin may be able to 

dynamically prepare Carbon nuclei into coherent spatial 
superpositions on the order of a Fermi 

separation at the level of atomic nuclei (2.5 Fermi length for carbon 
nuclei) is the same as that predicted to be caused by electron charge 
separations of one nanometer, e.g. London force dipoles within 
aromatic amino acid rings 

Since the carbon nucleus displacement is greater than its radius, the 
gravitational self-energy for superposition separation of one carbon 
atom is
 

32



With mc the carbon mass and ac = 2.5 fm

To obtain the required number of tubulins in superposition we then 
have to divide by the number of carbon atoms in one tubulin (10^4) 
and by the number of searched tubulins in coherent superposition.

- HP find 2 x 10^10 tubulins, for bigger values of tau we would we 
would find a smaller Ntub 

Neurons contain ∼10^9 tubulins, but only a fraction per neuron are 
likely to be involved in consciousness (e.g., a fraction of those in 
dendrites and soma). If 0.1% of tubulins within a given set of neurons 
were coherent for 25 ms, they compute that 20,000 such neurons 
would be required to elicit OR.

Tibetan monks have found to have 80 Hz gamma synchrony, than Eg 
requires twice as much brain involved for such intense conscious 
experience! FASCINATING 32



Assuming that microtubule quantum states occur in a specific brain 
neuron, how could it involve microtubules in other neurons throughout 
the brain?

OrchOR proposes that quantum states can extend by entanglement 
between adjacent neurons through gap junctions
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- given the currently available (simplest) dynamics in DP theory, and 
the available experimental constraints on it, we have the occasion to 
examine and constrain a variant of Orch OR in which the collapse 
time for coherent superpositions of microtubule material (ignoring 
environmental decoherence effects) is determined by the DP 
equations and parameters. In the present formulation this is one 
parameter R0

32



Now the crucial point is that the three levels of (spatial) separation 
contemplated by HP, correspond to the levels of (spatial) resolution 
represented by R0, and the collapse time depends on R0. That is to 
say: 

partial separation level (a), atomic nuclei separation (b), and nucleon 
separation (c) correspond respectively to internuclear (or larger), 
nuclear, and subnuclear levels of R0. In particular the results of HP for 
option (b), summarized before, require mass density resolution as fine 
as R0 ≈ 2.5Fermi

But we put a limit on the lower possible value of R0

that is of the order of 10000 times bigger than the carbon nuclear 
radius!
The larger R0 the longer the collapse time
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For a superposition state of size ac , due to R0 >> ac, the contribution 
of mass mc of a carbon nucleus to ΔEDP is concentrated no longer in 
spheres of radius ac but in spheres of radius ~ R0. Since the 
separation |X−X’| = ac is kept small, the potential U(X−X’) starts 
quadratically to grow with X−X’. So the collapse rate becomes very 
small: 

Which means that the collapse time for one tubulin is huge:

i.e. the number of tubulins required to be in coherent superposition for 
a collapse time of 25ms is:
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Now recall that there are ~ 109 tubulins/neuron and ~ 1011  

neurons/brain, if 0.1% of tubulins per neuron are involved in 
consciousness we would need

Even if we assume that all tubulins are involved in coherent 
superposition, we would need 1014 neurons !

These considerations seem to rule out tubulin separation at the level 
of the atomic nuclei (and it certainly also rules out separation at the 
level of the nucleons in which case the collapse time would be even 
larger).
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Finally having in mind our limit |X−X’| = R0 = 5.4 ∙ 10-11 m, we 
approximated the entire smoothed-out protein as a homogeneous 
bulk of size L and we examined the two cases of the entire 
smoothed-out protein (partial separation):
L for the smallest tubulin structure is 3x10^-9 m (actin filament)

● L >> |X−X’|   -   roughly 10% of the neurons comprising the brain 
would have to be involved (for collapse time 25ms)

● L ~ |X−X’|   -   requires 4 ∙ 106 neurons (for collapse time 25ms) or 
about 
                       105 neurons (for collapse time 500ms).

despite second case vastly exceeds any of the coherent superposition 
states achieved with state-of-the-art optomechanics or 
macromolecular interference experiments, biological matter might find 
some different way for long term superpositions to develop (Hameroff 
S., Penrose R. Consciousness in the universe - a review of the ‘orch 
or’ theory. Phys Life Rev 2014;11:39–78.) 35



Did we rule out Orch Or in general? NO!

We analyzed the predictions of a variant of Orch OR in the light of the 
simplest (currently the only) dynamical DP theory of gravity-related 
collapse.

If a spontaneous radiation free gravity-related collapse will be 
developed by Penrose, Diosi or Others, such a theory would 
represent a significant breakthrough in our understanding of Nature, 
and would make the tubulin superposition scenarios considered by 
Hameroff and Penrose, and by our analysis, far more plausible.

Not only! Even the current DP dynamics is being improved in order to 
include dissipation and non-Markovianity, we are presently analyzing 
such variants, and re-examining the Orch Or in this light.  
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CSL (Continuous Spontaneous Localization)

the only possible modification of the Schrödinger
equation, compatible with the non-faster-than-light signaling condition!


